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Which file contains all permanent information and is updated during processing bu 

transactions of data?a- 

 

what is electronics signalthat cause computer to stop current program?a-signal b-

interrupt c- shell d- command 

 

what is Virtual Method 

 

  

write the program/algorithm or pseudo code to do 

following operation given matrix 

Input Matrix 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

Output Matrix 

9 8 7 

6 5 4 

3 2 1 

the algo or program should be able to do this. 

 

Hotel owner to teacher: u know that mohan came here with 3 girl friends. if multiply 

their ages the  

 

result will be 2450. and the sum of their ages is equal to u'r age. the eldest girl is 

elder than  
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mohan can u tell me mohan age. 

 

One more quetion answer approach is 2+3+.....127 

 

One more quetion about 4 ships do it well ther are 7 conditions and 7th condition will 

not be 

satisfied.dont go for that consider the first 6 conditions 

 

Interview questions: 

 

differecne b/w c and c++. 

 

polymorphism, decalring functions in structures, virtual base class. 

 

if it is HTML then question will be draw a bar graph without using IMG tag. 

 

 

 

 


